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Together, we make parenthood possible.
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through

surrogacy

Growing
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The surrogacy process with Circle
The surrogacy process is comprised of milestones that mark your 
journey to parenthood. Prospective parents interested  
in growing their families through surrogacy are 
encouraged to work with an agency like 
Circle Surrogacy to ensure a safe, legal 
and organized arrangement.

Here’s what our process looks like:
•  Complimentary consultation.  

During this session, you share your 
story with us, and what brought you 
to surrogacy. On our end, we’ll walk 
you through the program details and legal framework. 

•  Your dedicated team. Once you sign on, you’ll be 
assigned a Journey Coordination team to support you 
through every step of the process.

•  Surrogate and egg donor (if needed) matching.  
We’ll help match you with women who meet your 
criteria, and share your beliefs and hopes for family 
building.

•  Pregnancy. We’ll guide you through the pregnancy,  
assist with legal work and help prep you for the 
arrival of your baby.

•  Ongoing support. You’re part of the  
Circle family, and our support doesn’t  
stop once your baby is in your arms.  
We’ll continue to offer guidance  
when you need it.



An All-Inclusive Cost Program
We’re the only agency to offer an all-inclusive cost program – that truly is 
 “all inclusive” – to help parents plan financially for their journey.
Our Journey Protection Guarantee Program is the most comprehensive cost 
program available for intended parents. The JPG Program covers all non-IVF 
professional fees, all surrogate fees and reimbursements and all insurance 
costs for pregnancy, labor and delivery. Plus, it offers:

•  Coverage for unlimited transfers and any complications 
that may arise during the journey.

•  100% refund of our agency fee if you have no embryos  
remaining and do not bring home a baby.

•  No surprise costs or invoices. 

A variety of family-building programs
We understand that every family is different – and that every family 
is grown differently, too. That’s why we offer programs to help as many 
individuals and couples as possible.  
Our programs include:

• Surrogacy only
• Surrogacy plus Egg Donation
• Egg Donation only
•  Surrogacy with your  

own surrogate
• Sibling journeys
• Dual journeys

Learn more about our programs.  

https://www.circlesurrogacy.com/parents/how-it-works/surrogacy-cost
https://www.circlesurrogacy.com/parents/surrogacy-programs


Questions?
We’re happy to answer them! info@circlesurrogacy.com

Why you should grow your family with Circle
We’re invested in you, and your journey, and we promise to be beside you 
every step of the way:

•  We are proud to work with straight and  
LGBTQIA+ singles and couples from  
all over the world, to help them  
grow their families.

•  We promise you’ll be emotionally  
and legally cared for and protected.

•   Our process is flexible, and  
customized to meet your needs.

Family is our inspiration
We’re an agency comprised of social workers and lawyers, accountants  
and outreach associates, and program managers and coordinators;  
but, more importantly, we’re an agency made up  
of parents, surrogates and egg donors through 
our program, who are passionate about  
helping people build their families.  
In fact, 40% of our staff has personal 
experience with surrogacy and egg donation.

Apply to be a parent with Circle! 

We have a 99.3% 
success rate  

for those who had a  
baby from their first  

two transfers, or completed 
at least three transfers.
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